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lp lii (1) yUri tamBovtsev there are many languages in the world but every language has its own sound picture. By the sound picture of a language we mean the distribution of its speech sounds in the speech sound chain. it is very interesting to find the languages which are melodical or euphonic and which are not. By the degree of euphony we mean the total of the frequency of occurrence of the vowels and sonorant consonants in the language speech sound chain .
the goal of this paper is to compare the value of melodicity or euphony in different languages. it is important to find the maximum and minimum of euphony in the 226 world languages taken for this study. world languages are united in various language taxa. therefore, one can estimate the degree of the euphony of this or that language taxa by its mean .
it is also possible to call euphony as the vocalo-sonorant quotient. thus, the degree of melodicity or euphony is the value of this quotient. vowels and sonorant consonants constitute the vocalo-sonorant structure of the sound picture of any language. we take into consideration the basic features of sound classes and groups. the basic features consist of the frequency of occurrence of vowels and sonorant consonants in the speech chain. these basic features may be found in any world language. this is why, melodicity is one more language universal. it is possible to call it a language universal since a language universal is a property claimed to be characteristic of all languages (cryStal 1992: 405) . analysing the value of melodicity or euphony, one can construct the typology of distribution of language taxa according to this universal characteristic. we analysed the melodicity in nearly all language groups and families of world languages. Language subgroups, groups, unities or phyla can be in general called language taxa. Let us mention the examined language taxa in the alphabetic order: afro-asiatic family; austronesian family; Balkan language union; Baltic group of the indo-european family; caucasian family; finno-Ugric family; Germanic group of the indo-european family; indic group of the indo-european family; iranian group of the indo-european family; manchutungusic family; paleo-asiatic family; romance group of the indo-european family; samoyedic family; sino-tibetan family; turkic; set of american indian languages; set of australian aboriginal languages; set of Bantu and some other african languages; slavonic group of the indo-european family; some isolated languages. melodicity is close to the notion of euphony in poetry (TambovTsev 1979) . Usually, melodicity or euphony of a speech sound chain means the degree of beauty it bears. however, until now nobody tried to measure the degree of melodicity (i.e. euphony) of a language in the exact numbers by one and the same method. we proposed to measure the degree of melodicity of a language on the basis of the most melodical elements of the sound speech chain that is vowels and sonorant consonants long ago (TambovTsev 1977) . Usually, when a euphonic language comes to mind, italian is named . our measurements showed that italian is not a world champion in the degree of euphony since its value is 69.53%. however, it is not even the champion in its own group of romance languages . in fact, its degree of euphony is less than that of romanian -69.91% in the group of the romance group of indoeuropean family, not to speak of many others in other language taxa (see tab. 1-21).
we can calculate the theoretical expected frequency of melodicity in a language. if we follow the way a great american mathematician G. polya proposed to find the theoretical expected frequency of a linguistic element, then we must know the number of the groups. when G. polya wanted to know the theoretical expected frequency of a letter, he divided t a b l e 1. melodicity of the languages of the turkic language family (1) yUri tamBovtsev consequently, the euphony (melodicity) is equal to 50% + 16.67% = 66.75%. we can reason in the following way: if the value of the melodicity of some language is greater than 66.75%, then the language in question over-uses the vowels and sonorant consonants in its speech sound chain . it means that this language puts too great a load on vowels and sonorants . so, vowels and sonorants overrun the limits of the theoretical frequency, i.e. probability of occurrence. we can claim that they are over-exploited. in the ordered series of the turkic languages (tab. 1) kirgiz is in the middle with the frequency of occurrence of 66.68%. it means that chuvash, jakut and the other turkic language (tab. 1) overload their speech sound chains . it is possible to call these languages melodical or euphonic from the point of view of turkic languages. why should we bother to spend so much time and energy to obtain the mean value of euphony in world languages? it is as simple as that: theoretical probability may be much greater or much lower than the real euphonic probability. it this case, the theoretical probability is rather close to the actual probability of euphony. it is just a lucky chance. nevertheless, one can suppose that any human language tend to use enough of vowels and sonorant since it is easier to hear them in the conditions of bad communication . lp lii (1) yUri tamBovtsev however, we agree to those linguists who object that theoretical probability of linguistic elements are too abstract to say anything about real world languages. this is why, a linguist must spend much time and effort to count the actual phonemic frequencies of occurrence in different languages to draw some solid conclusions about languages . therefore, we had to calculate the empirical mean of the melodicity of 226 world languages which turned to be equal to 67.03% of the speech sound chain. we repeat this value because it is very important . it shows how a human language works . it is advisable to use the value of this characteristic to find out the melodic or euphonic languages in the mass of world languages. the mean melodicity of the 26 turkic languages (tab. 1) is a bit less than 67.03%. it is 66.99%. it means that on the average turkic languages are not very melodical. however, the ) also under-exploit vowels and sonorant consonants. this is just an example. one can see in detail which language taxa under-exploit in the ordered series of the means of euphony. we discuss it in detail later. on the other hand, one can find individual languages in whose speech sound chain the vowels and sonorant consonants do not occur as often as 67.03%. one can analyse the ordered series of the turkic languages taken for the study. such languages as tofalar, kazah and the other turkic languages whose vocalo-sonorant quotient is less than the threshold, under-exploit (under-use) vowels and sonorants. thus, their vowels and sonorants do not occupy the speech sound chain in great numbers. it is possible to look through our tables (tab. 1-21) in order to see the euphonic languages and those which cannot be called the euphonic languages by our classification.
the other important question is how close the euphonic values are crowded around the mean in this or that language taxa . that is, how high is the quotient of its compactness . it can be measured by the coefficient of variance or the coefficient of variation (herdan 1966: 93-94) . the less this coefficient, the tighter the values around its mean. if the coefficient of variation is great, then the values of euphony are distributed sparsely. christopher Butler is correct to warn linguists that it is not possible to compare two or more means of different samples without testing for homogeneity of variance (butler 1985: 127) . if the coefficient of variation is too great, then we can say that there is no homogeneity of data. therefore, the samples cannot be compared. studying many languages we can come to a conclusion that if the coefficient of variation is greater than 33%, than there is no homogeneity (TambovTsev: 12-16).
Let us consider the value of the coefficient of variation in different language taxa. it is possible to construct the following ordered series: romance (1.53%); mongolic (1.83%); samoyedic (1.98%); Bantu (2.28%); iranian (2.25%); indic (2.29%); manchutungusic (2.66%); Baltic (3.06%); turkic (3.36%); Germanic (3.81%); australian abori- american indian languages have the maximum of melodicity in odjibwe -64.32%. Let us consider the maximum and minimum value of euphony in all the language taxa under investigation. the maximum of the euphony is in the australian aboriginal language of nunggubuyu (85.14%), the minimum -in the caucasian language of adygian (54.07%).
Let us consider the maximum value of euphony in different language taxa. it is possible to put the maximum values of the quotient of euphony, that is, vocalo-sonorant quotient in the thus, one can see that the vocalo-sonorant quotient turned out to be bigger in five language taxa. may be, there is something special in the phonetic systems of the following languages of different language taxa: Burmese -75.67%, swahili -76.29%, neo-aramaic -81.47%, hawaiian -83.29%, nunggubuyu -85.14%. it means that the greater part (85.14%) of the nunggubuyu speech sound chain consists of vowels and sonorant consonants.
on the other hand, some of the world languages have the minimum of the concentration of vowels. so, in the itelmen language (paleo-asiatic family) vowels comprise only 32.61%.
Let us consider the minimum of the vocalo-sonorant quotient in different language taxa. thus, in the adygian language (caucasian family) this quotient reaches only 54.07%. therefore, the ordered series of the vocalo-sonorant quotient of the languages in different language taxa is the following: kadeweu (american indian) -55.23%; tibetan (sinotibetan) -56.50%; itel'men (paleo-asiatic) -59.52%; sokotrian (afro-asiatic) -60.32%; Belorussian (slavonic of indo-european) -60.66%; english (Germanic of indo-european) -61.08%; vepsian (finno-Ugric) -61.34%; Lithuanian (Baltic of indo-european) -61.40%; tadjic (iranian of indo-european) -61.60%; chalkan (turkic) -62.83%; sel'kup (samoyedic) -63.34%; kalmyk (mongolic) -64.66%; Gujarati (indic of indo-european) -65.14; indonesian (austronesian) -66.01%; oroch (manch-tungusic) -66.09%; romanian (romance of indo-european) -67.37; moore (Bantu) -70.90%; ngandi (australian aboriginal) -76.84%.
